In biomedical literature, it is common for entity boundaries to not align with word boundaries. Therefore, effective identification of entity spans requires approaches capable of considering tokens that are smaller than words. We introduce a novel, subword approach for named entity recognition (NER) that uses byte-pair encodings (BPE) in combination with convolutional and recurrent neural networks to produce byte-level tags of entities. We present experimental results on several standard biomedical datasets, namely the BioCreative VI Bio-ID, JNLPBA, and GENE-TAG datasets. We demonstrate competitive performance while bypassing the specialized domain expertise needed to create biomedical text tokenization rules.
In biomedical literature, it is common for entity boundaries to not align with word boundaries. Therefore, effective identification of entity spans requires approaches capable of considering tokens that are smaller than words. We introduce a novel, subword approach for named entity recognition (NER) that uses byte-pair encodings (BPE) in combination with convolutional and recurrent neural networks to produce byte-level tags of entities. We present experimental results on several standard biomedical datasets, namely the BioCreative VI Bio-ID, JNLPBA, and GENE-TAG datasets. We demonstrate competitive performance while bypassing the specialized domain expertise needed to create biomedical text tokenization rules. 
Introduction
While NER tasks across domains share similar problems of ambiguous abbreviations, homonyms, and other entity variations, the domain of biomedical text poses some unique challenges. While, in principle, there is a known set of biomedical entities (e.g., all known proteins), there is a surprising amount of variation for any given entity. For example, PPCA, C4 PEPC, C4 PEPCase, and Photosynthetic PEPCase all refer to the same entity. Additionally, certain entities such as proteins and genes can naturally span less than a "word" (e.g., HA and APG12 are separate proteins in pHA-APG12). Most state-of-the-art NER methods tag entities at the "word" level, and rely on pre-or post-processing rules to extract subword entities. Our goal is to develop a subword approach that does not rely on ad hoc processing steps.
To that end, we introduce a novel subword approach to identifying named entities. Our deci-1 https://github.com/ewsheng/byteNER sion to work with input features and output tags at the byte level instead of the character level is because biomedical datasets typically provide byte offset annotations; however, our methods may also be applied to character-level models. In this paper, we refer to "subword models" as models that take as input a sequence of subwords (e.g., bytes) and output a corresponding sequence of subword tags (e.g., one tag per byte). Our focus is the effects of different subword features on identifying named entities in various biomedical NER datasets, which is especially useful for entities that are arguably more naturally annotated at the subword level.
Related Work
State-of-the-art neural NER techniques developed in recent years use a combination of neural networks (NN) and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to achieve high precision and recall of named entities. These techniques pass word and character embeddings to a bi-directional long short term memory (BLSTM) layer, which may be followed by a CRF layer (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016; Chiu and Nichols, 2015) . These state-of-the-art techniques have also been successfully applied to biomedical datasets (Lyu et al., 2017; Gridach, 2017) . Although these techniques use "subword" features such as character embeddings, these models take as input a sequence of words and output a sequence of word tags, and are thus different from what we refer to as subword models in this paper. We build upon state-of-the-art neural techniques to evaluate models that take subword input features and produce corresponding subword output tags.
Subword models have mostly been developed in the context of multilingual datasets (Gillick et al., 2015) , machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014) , and processing for character-based languages (Misawa et al., 2017) . Kuru et al. (2016) develop a model that tags sequences of bytes, though they ultimately relies on word boundaries to determine appropriate tags. Abujabal and Gaspers (2018) use characters, phonemes, and bytes as subword features, and similarly tag entities at word-level boundaries.
Byte-pair encoding iteratively combines frequent characters to build a "codebook" of character merge operations (Sennrich et al., 2015; Gage, 1994) . Verga et al. (2018) also use BPE as features in their biological relation extraction and NER multi-task model, though they primarily focus on the former task.
Datasets
The first dataset, BioCreative VI Bio-ID, was introduced for Task 1 of BioCreative VI (Arighi et al., 2017) , and consists of figure captions with annotations for six entity types. The Bio-ID dataset is the only dataset we experiment on that is annotated with byte offsets and contains raw text that has not been tokenized or converted into ASCII format. The second dataset, JNLPBA, is an annotated set of 2,404 biomedical abstracts (Kim et al., 2004) with annotations for five entity types. The third dataset, GENETAG (Tanabe et al., 2005) , is a collection of 20K sentences from MEDLINE that are annotated with proteins/genes. All samples in JNLPBA and GENETAG have been converted into ASCII format and are annotated at the word level. Table 1 : Dataset statistics. For training sets, the first number is the value of the dataset used for byte NN models, and the second number is the value of the dataset used for all other models.
For the byte NN models, we extract overlapping samples from the original training set to collect more data for our models to train with; these additional samples are to compensate for semantic information that is usually derived from pretrained word embeddings. For the byte NN models, we extract training samples of 150 bytes from all datasets, long enough to encompass most of the tagged entities in the training data. To extract multiple samples from an original data sample, we right-shift by 75 bytes to collect the next 150-byte sample, thereby producing new samples with some overlapping content. We experiment with extracting samples using different stride lengths; a stride of 75 bytes generally improves model performance over using samples with no overlap, while also keeping the training time reasonable. The overlapping samples in the new training set are constrained to not start or end in the middle of an entity. We also break up samples in the development and test sets into 150-byte samples, again using a stride of 75 bytes to gather the next sample; we then follow Gillick et al. (2015) 's method of using overlapping samples to capture possible entities that occur at the boundary of a sample and then re-combining samples to get rid of the overlapped portions.
For all other models, we pass in the original training, development, and test data without additional extraction of samples. The word NN model implementation we use takes the longest sample in the entire dataset and pads all samples to the max sample length.
Methods
We compare variations of the byte-level model with two word-level models for each dataset, and also include state-of-the-art results. For the NN models, we take sentences from 10% of the files in the Bio-ID dataset and JNLPBA dataset and 10% of the sentences in the GENETAG dataset to be the development sets. Our NN models learn to predict IOBES tag outputs for each byte. 2 The IOBES and IOB schemes are similar in terms of effectiveness (Reimers and Gurevych, 2017) ; (Collobert et al., 2011) choose IOBES for expressiveness. Our NN model is relatively large, and we believe the amount of network parameters would allow us to use the more expressive scheme at a negligible cost.
Word CRF model
NERSuite 3 is a CRF-based NER system that uses tokenization, lemmatization, POS-tagging, and chunking as features to tag tokens in a sequence. For each dataset, we train a NERSuite model on the training and development sets and tag each word in a sequence with an IOB tag. 2
Word-level NN model
Ma and Hovy (2016) presents a state-of-the-art NER model that takes words as input and outputs IOBES tag predictions for each word. The BLSTM-CRF architecture uses character embeddings from convolutional neural network (CNN) layers concatenated with pre-trained word embeddings as features. For the Bio-ID dataset, we also use NERSuite's tokenizer to tokenize the data before passing it to the word-level NER model; this tokenization makes the model consistent with the tokenized JNLPBA and GENETAG datasets, even though the model thus relies on tokenization heuristics. 4 We use Reimers and Gurevych (2017)'s word-level NER implementation.
Byte-level NN model 4.3.1 Features
All of our byte-level model variations use a subset of four features: byte embeddings, BPE embeddings, pre-trained BPE embeddings, and pretrained word embeddings. Byte embeddings and BPE embeddings are trained in conjunction with the model. Pre-trained word embeddings 5 are trained on PubMed abstracts and PubMed Central full texts, and pre-trained BPE embeddings are trained only on the latter. All pre-trained embeddings are derived from a skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013) . For each byte in the input sequence, we concatenate all feature embeddings for the byte. When BPE or word features span multiple bytes, the same feature is repeated across bytes. We do a simple whitespace tokenization to decide which words (and subsequently, subwords) to get embeddings for, to keep our model free of manually-crafted tokenization rules. 6 We find that our model is slightly better when we use BPE subword tokens generated from the full PubMed Central text versus from the training data. Additionally, pre-training embeddings 4 Without tokenization, the F1 scores on the word-level NER model for Bio-ID are about 30% lower, because many "tokens" do not have known word embeddings.
5 http://bio.nlplab.org/ 6 We use whitespace tokenization to be compatible with the specific implementation of the BPE algorithm we use, though the general BPE algorithm could also be applied over all bytes without tokenization.
for BPE subword tokens improves performance. Our initial experiments also show that when using BPE features in our model, running the BPE algorithm with 5K merge operations produces the best results; when using BPE embedding features, running the BPE algorithm with 50K merge operations and then generating 100-dimensional pretrained BPE embeddings produces the best results. In our reported results, we always use the prior configurations. Unless otherwise stated, the byte NN model with byte embeddings and pre-trained BPE embeddings as features is the general "byte NN" model that we report results for. These features, along with the general byte CNN-BLSTM-CRF architecture, produce the best results. 
Architecture
The model starts with a stack of 20 CNN layers with residual connections between each layer. Following the pattern of effective neural NER architectures, the CNN stack is followed by a BLSTM layer and then a CRF layer, with hidden layers in between, as shown in Figure 1 . Our preliminary experiments indicate that a stack of CNNs and residual connections are necessary for our bytelevel models to reach comparable performance with the word-level models.
We find that passing the pre-trained embeddings through the entire CNN-BLSTM-CRF network and also allowing the embeddings to be finetuned through the CNN layers improve the overall scores. Additional dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) of embeddings and after each CNN layer further improves model performance. We also incorporate byte-dropout (Gillick et al., 2015) , a technique that makes the model more robust to noise by randomly replacing a percentage of input bytes with a special DROP symbol.
Hyperparameters
For the byte NN model, we use dropout with a rate of 0.5, byte-dropout with a rate of 0.3, a learning rate of 0.0001 with Adam, and a mini batch size of 256 samples. The pre-trained word embeddings are 200-dimensional embeddings, and the pre-trained BPE embeddings are 100-dimensional embeddings. We use CNNs with 250 filters, a filter size of 7 bytes, a filter stride of 1 byte, and a ReLu activation function. The BLSTM layer also has 250 units and uses a tanh activation function. We run the byte NER models for 300 epochs. Nonpre-trained embeddings are initialized with a random uniform distribution [-0.05, 0.05] .
BPE embeddings are 100-dimensional embeddings and are trained for 10 iterations using the skip gram model with a window size of 5 tokens.
The word NN model has a mini batch size of 32 samples, a clipnorm of 1, an output dropout of 0.5, a recurrent dropout of 0.5, a default learning rate of 0.002 with Nadam. It uses a CNN layer with 25 filters, a filter size of 7 characters, a filter stride of 1 character and a ReLu activation function to get character embeddings. Additional features (tokens and casing) have the default dimensions of 10. The BLSTM layer has 200 units and uses a tanh activation function. The model is run for 100 epochs without early stopping. the word NN model. We examine the fact that the word NN model has an F 1 score 10% higher than that of other models for small molecules. Although a large number (55%) of the entities in the Bio-ID dataset are protein and genes, we find that the proportion of small molecules mistaken for protein or genes is higher than that of other entities mistaken for protein or genes. Looking at overall sequences of words may be necessary for more accurate identification of small molecules.
Results
The best model submitted to BioCreative VI Track 1 uses a word-level CRF-based approach, along with preprocessing and heuristics (Kaewphan et al., 2017) . The byte NN model outperforms all other models for protein or gene categories; importantly, the byte NN model is the only fully learned model that does not rely on heuristics for tokenization and other processing.
Tables 3 and 4 show that the byte-level model does not beat the word-level model on the JNLPBA and GENETAG datasets. Because the annotation of JNLPBA and GENETAG were explicitly constrained to words, we believe they do not serve as useful bases for our exploration of byte-level models. Our initial results on these datasets indicate that fully end-to-end byte-level models may be more suitable for entities whose spans do not align with word spans. We also look at the effect of byte, BPE, and word features in Table 5 . Previous works have shown that pre-trained word embeddings are important features for word-level NER models; we find that they are less useful for byte-level models. For a consistent feature set across bytes, contiguous bytes belonging to the same word have the same word feature. This repetition of information may diminish the effectiveness of word embeddings in the byte-level models. However, even though we repeat BPE features in the same way, table 5 shows that BPE features are useful. Because the Bio-ID dataset is dominated by protein or genes, the byte NN model trained on byte and pre-trained BPE embeddings has a higher overall micro-F 1 score than the byte NN model that only uses pre-trained BPE embeddings. With these results, we emphasize that BPE features are useful subword information for NER at the byte-level.
Conclusion
Our initial experiments on the byte-level NER models across datasets motivate these models as a useful end-to-end alternative for entities that naturally exist at the subword level. Further investigations into byte-level models could help facilitate more precise byte-level annotation schemes for the biomedical domain.
